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The Right To Health - A Synthesis
Gerard P. J. Griffin M.D., F.A.C.P.

living. It is an evolving regimen
wluntary and Later often habitual
to full living by a whole
relating to other persons, not
a conditioned reaction to his
ment. The World Health
defines health not merely
the absence of disease but as a state
complete physical, social and moral
ptU being. Health must be one of our
~ needs, because without il , a
~ being cannot function adeflllely to achieve soda!, moral and
•terial values in our intricate and
IJater-related society . In this sense
~th
a "good" that involved a
of different kinds of

instant communication, mutual interdependance and economic necessities.
Why is health as so defmed with its
related values, a right rather than a
privilege? It is a right only because of
the prior absolute right of the inviolability and sanctity of all human life.
This natural law has been affirmed in
our legal statutes. In our JudeaChristian civilization and more immediately in the United States. Law is
based on the reverence and primacy of
human life. Only self-defense can
justify the taking of another's Life
(although, in certain circumstances of

minimal threat or attack, this may
seem remote).

The right to health care in our
imperso nal , highly technological,
pluralistic and secular society is
demanding a response that will bring
hope and help to the impoverished and
unserved humanity in our own
country and in our one world. In
proposing responses or guidelines, a
Ch.ristian essayist must recognize that
sincere humanists, both theists and
non-theists, are searching for convincing answers and also for the means
of effective and positive action in this

GERARD P. J. GRIFFIN, M.D.: In
the active practice of Internal Medicine in Garden City, Long Island. A
long-standing and active member of
the local St. Luke's Guild; he has been
a member of the Board of Directors of
the National Federation and a past
President. Avid reader ( cfr. the bibliography), he is actively involved in an
attempt to improve social justice.
Recently t.IJpointed to the Program
Committe< for the meeting of the
/11ternation Federation of Catholic
Medical A s~ ·ations. (October, 1970,
I tshington, '::.).
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urgent sphere of human life- The
response by those of the Ch stian
belief must be in a this-w1 ·Idly,
temporal language which can sp lk or
programs that will be fruitful f r our
present life (and we believe t our
active participation will accrue )ene·
fits for the afterlife). Contem• Jrary
man must be convinced that Ch stian
principles and actions must n J<e a
difference in human life, if they tre to
motivate man 's actions in a )road
spectrum of our society .
We propose, therefore , as our \eses.
first that man has the right 1 our
present society to health , to tealth
care and services, and to such other
related rights that persons reqt1re for
dignified living; and second , tha these
rights demand action and imp ~ men·
tation here and now , without which
realization the first thesis wo old be
deceitful and hypocritical.
Health is not just a commo• ity or
the market place. It is a certain ualitY
of life that is sought for and received
hrough an accommodation o the
torms of nature and the exigen.;ies of

"The private good" is the welfare of
the individual.
'The common public good" is the
welfare of natural societies.
'The greatest good" is the ultimate
or highest good.

Health must not be considered as a
good, as an individual personal
We do not ]jve in a vacuum, but
personal relationships with other
beings. " It is not good for man
be alone." Today our society 1 with
impersonal technology overwhelms
isolates man , and this alienation
to a sense of loneliness rather
communion and community . The
in our relationship to a
or to a person is a vital disA thing cannot take me into
A person is one who is able
respond to me and to enter into a
of communication. With this
revelation and self-giving, a
relationship is achieved and
live humanly , not only chemicaUy
biologically. Health, too, is a
of a person in a community .
isolated is to die. Health insociety, indeed it involves the
world, certainly in this era of

The moral and legal principle which
is second only to the sanctity of
human life is the law's respect for the
rights of owners of property. This law
in our competitive society is productive of increasing tensions, particularly with the recognition of the
existence of extensive poverty and
hunger internationally and even in our
own United States, the richest and
most prosperous country on earth.
The law seems inhumane when it is
invoked to justify the rights of those
with an excess of property to retain
their property against those with minimum and inadequate necessities of
life. Property expresses possessions
and rights without which living would
be intolerable. Yet many of us, having
accepted the principle of the right to
property cannot, or do not, accept
that it should be equally applied to all
humanity so that there is some sharing
of the world's....material goods and
values. The United Nations, our own
government and almost all governments of the "Have" nations support
this right in principle. Lester Pearson 2
stated 111 the " Report on International
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Development" - "Despite the conr
plexilies of the problem, the simplest
answer to the question is a moral one:
It is only right for those who have, to
share with those who have not" .
Our entire society3 ' 4 shares in the
failure to be concerned with the rights
of our brother men who lack the
availability of the minimal posessions
necessary for dignified human living.
This indictment includes the United
Nations, the United States, the Church
and ourselves. The extent of poverty,
starvation, and lack of health care,
twenty-five years after World Warn, is
unchanged. According to the World
Health Organization , seventy percent
of the world is still starving and has
none or minimal health care. There's
money for war, for space exploration,
for the preferences of the affluent, but
neither money nor incentive to cope
wi Lh the pressing social needs of our
society .
Is the United States altruistically
involving herself in international
affairs in our war-tom and poverty
stricken earth, or is she protecting the
status quo and her own national material and economic supremacy? 5 , 6 ,
7
8
• Msgr. Ivan lllich states, " The failure of American policy in the 'Third
World' is related to the failure to win
the hearts and the minds of the poor
by an outpouring of money , that
Americans perceive as an expression of
heroic ~enerosity. The war on poverty,
(and poor health can be added), must
mean the integration of the underprivUeged into the mainstream ~flife."
Gannon 9 reported that the Black
Community , on invitation, told the
Maryland Province of the Jesuits their
recommendations to the Society.
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rJNe the impression of law and order,
llul it is nothing but the continuous

They said:
I) If you wish to change th·
tutions of American society, ym
need an ear for 'soul' music.
social conscience. You, in
schools. must plant this con
where it can be used to mo
Power Community, because
Society has the power , the mon
the influence.

insti·
Jon't
•ut a
your
tenet
the
your
1 and

2) It is diflicul t to understan
a group as powerful as the Jesui
(and by implication the C.
Church), has had no significant
on racism, on racial oppressio
on the problems of the Black ~

why
l rder
hoUc
1pact
. and
ople.

3) The real cause is not pe
individual oppression . It is
tutional in nature, all kinds o
tutions, economic, educa tiona
religious.

onal,
insti·
insti·
and

4) To the Black man , law anc; Jrder
means "keeping the black man n his
place" .

The Bishops of New York Stat 1 0 in
their Advent pastoral of 1969 l> ated,
" that there is growing bitterne· and
resentment in our coun try t the
presence of the nation's thirty r illion
poor among us."
On a continental level, the B ' hops
of South America 1 1 assembl d in
Medellin , Colombia for the s··cond
general session of CELAM , asked the
Ch urch to separate herself fro 111 the
establishment so that she may b·· free
to criticize social and political .;true·
tures and champion the needs of tl1e
people. They stated , "Peace in South
America is not merely the ~unple
absence of violence and bloodshed.
The oppression of power group' maY
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IIICI inevitable seed of rebellion and
war".
Dom Helder Camara, Archbishop of
Recife in Brazil, summarized this state
o( affairs in his latest book ''The
Oturch and Colonialism". 1 2

Is this why our non-affluent people
especially in Latin America feel re.ntment when they see the Church,
llere and now, not as the active and
effective champion of the poor, of the
linorities and of the unserved?
Are not our own personal concepts
IUCh that we think that the poor
"don't try hard enough ", or that the
UDeducated and underprivileged don't
8fply themselves a de qua tely to deltlop skills so that they can get good

j»bs?

Abbe Depierre is quoted in The
'tMholic A vant-Gard 1 3 as foll ows: " As
I peasant, I have felt the stifling
Ieight of contemporary individualism.
1he application of Roman law to the
'liotion of property has supported it
there is hardly any communi~ effort in the villages any more ,
... less and less disi nterestedness and
lllaYer in work. The law of 'mind my
business' reigns supreme. The
of charity has gone. Individual
tion! What egoists Christians are!
end to be unconscious of what
ilesnot personally touch us."

.it

It is probably also true that this
of affairs has resulted from the
failure of belief in the
alfistia1n church and its disciplinc .14'
We cannot think our faith in a
for which we are unprepared . The
issues of faith and morals are
from our lives except in
ts of crises.

With these oversimplified criticisms
of our society and our Christianity,
how then can we bring about
economic and politicaJ changes both
rapidly and effectively?
Legal and lawful solutions to the
problems of more equitable distribution of wealth , of health care and
health services, and of eradication of
raciaJ and religious prejudice are not
simple, or perhaps not even legaUy
possible. The efforts of the "Welfare
State" in legislating Social Secuirty,
Minimum Basic income , Medicare and
other Medicaid programs of even
inadequately trying to eradicate
poverty and despair, are not the
answer, aJthough helpful. Our youth,
our college students, the poor, the
unserved , the black, are revolting
against the status quo. They see our
system of American life as racist,
counter-reform, militarist, and affluence-dominated. The rejection of
authority and law and order 1 7 and the
espousal of violent revolution are primarily justified as opposition to unjust
laws and/or unjust administration of
justice. The non-radical majority fe ar
that the level of law enforcement
today may not be sufficient to maintain that degree of order in soceity
which permits the vast majority of the
populace to conduct their lives with
a certain degree of tranquility .
Drinan 1 7 has said that "Obedience
to the Unenforceable" is the cement by
which society is held together, i.e.,
there are uncounted moral imperatives
to which con temporary man gives
obedience. If the majority do not give
assent to a body of moraJ principles,
even a police state will not work. It
appears, therefore, that one must
conclude that vigorous law enforcetnent designed to retain law and order,
has dinunishing returns and tends to
be sr>lf-defeating. Such law enforce-
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ment designed to prevent disorder
tends to crea te a feeling of despair that
society can be governed principally by
love , rather than by the threat of law
and punishment. That law and order
are inseparable and that peace is the
fruit of Law and order is an oversimplification. Often we do not prefer
law and order, even if just, if it does
not agree with our aspirations or
prejudices. As President John ·F.
Kennedy said, "Those who make
peaceful revolution impossible, make
violent revolution inevitable."
Reuther 1 8 has clearly reviewed this
issue. The radical groups experience
their relationship to society as alienated and intolerable. These groups
cannot communicate wilh the rest of
society . They remove themselves from
the mainstream of daily living polarization rather than communication - . They demand a total commitment of their own members. They
want a total victory over all evils and
failures of society whether poverty or
disease or environment. They demand
what is not possible within the bounds
o f our daily existence. They do not
accept a present available life that is
wholesome enough to be useful and
good, as distinct from their present
condition which may be intolerable so
that they are hardly living humanly at
all. Yet, this radical stand and action
has indeed established a position
wh ich is motivating significant areas of
society. They have awakened a group
who can hear their message and yet
also have the wisdom and talent for
mobilizing a larger segment of society.
We must fin d a basis of agreement that
can effectively represent a tru.th that is
sufficiently realistic to allow a present
option. The late John Courteney
Murray, S.J .1 9 in "We Hold These
Truths" emphasized that in our plural-
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istic and democratic American ~
acceptance of Jaw is possible I
there are, and must be, enout
and good men to guide the Law
in the enactment of laws of a
high moral quality.

;iety,
cause
wise
akers
!rtain

This is happening today c.
must understand and sympathi
that option so as to moli
majority of people to see the1
human life lying on the side of •
This represents, at least in
time, the difference between Li
hope, and life with despair.

:J we
with
tte a
fuller
ange.
r Ufe
with

Many countries have national proJIIIlS of health care service. In the
United States, the medical profession
IPd especially the AMA. have espoused programs with the ideal of
llllintaining the private practice of
medicine. It is unquestioned I hat
American medicine gives the very highest quality of care to most of those to
whom it is delivered. It is becoming
dear that there are significant and
luge segments of our people who are
aot receiving the dignified minimum
of care.
Significant laws have been legislated
to implement medical care. 20 Medi-

HopefulJy, we have shown t ! gen·
eral theme to be that health , tealth
c.are and services are a right >f all
people in our present socie ·. As
previously explained, health im lvesa
total living including such othe1 rights
as are essential for dignified uman
living, e.g., freedom from p verty,
racial and religious equality, ar such
material goods that make for uman
dignity. Progress toward such program is being slowly but ho .!fully
accomplished.

The final issue and perhaps th most
crucial issue to physicians is th obligation of the medical and para-n .:dical
professions to relate to this P' Jblem
and to render comprehensive n edical
care to that ~gme nt of our & ciety,
presently being deprived. What , an be
done. or is being done to .effr ;t deJivery of rnedkal care? It is nl•l just
the physician's services that :. re in·
volved. A program must be evolved
that is directed . to the total livi11g of a
whole person and necessarily ex1ended
to all in the interests of providing each
with the capacity to function in an
inter.<fependent society.
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care and Medicaid as has been menti>ned, have been helpful in ren dering
care to the mentally ill , the aged and
the indigent in spite of great financial
expense and the difficul ties of medical
personnel shortages, methods of implelllelltation and other problems.

Two other important Federal laws

a

been enacted . Public Law 89-749
(CJI.P.) provides for comprehensive
~th planning by providers (medical
PIOfession), and consumers (patients
lid public), for regions, metropolitan
lias and other local areas. This will
Qlordinate all existing and planned
fldlities , services and manpower in the
fields of physical, mental and environ•tat health . Priorities will be based
Ill local needs rather than preeDaceived national goals. This planning
iutrategic and not operational.
Public Law 89-239 (R.M.P.) legislates for arrangements between medical schools, medical centers, hospitals
llld institutions on a regional basis for
the control of heart disease, cancer,
lllokes and related programs. It is
llperational planning and investment
to IChieve a specific set of objectives
lad thus accelerate the means of protiding comprehensive health care.

New York State Department of
Mental Hygiene 2 1 has emphasized the
necessity of specific and concentrated
delivery of services to populations that
are unserved. TI1ey instructed County
Mental Health Boards in New York
State, that the annual budgets of the
Community Mental Health Services for
1969 and thereafter, will be selectively
approved for State aid and support
only if they emphasize support to
populations that are underserved.
They also stressed that a unified
system of Mental Health services and
Mental Retardation services will be a
pre-requisite. Titis will insure continuity of care and delivery of service
to these people of high risk and special
populations, i.e., socio-economically
disadvantaged, the seriously mentally
ill, the aged and those addicted to
drugs, alcohol , etc. This is being effectively implemented in many
counties. certainly in our local county,
Nassau. New York State.
Sister Marcella Anne Hannon 2 2 concluded from her study of four Nassau
County communjties that:
I) " People \vilh more adequate
income have better health and better
health care. better jobs, more education and more stable marriages; but
even at the same income level, poverty
area residents have more problems
than those outside."
2) "The poor see health as necessary to get an education o r hold a
good job."
3) " ln cidence of serious illness
among the poor is two to three times
higher than among any other population group."
rt is definite that the poor must
receive better health care and this is
their ngh t in justice as well as charity.
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ls th.is invasion of medicine by
government a necessary intervention
because we physicians have not established reasonable goals for the medical
care of our people, and have not
established adequate programs so that
government now should take over
duties and responsibilities that belong
to us? The consumer is critical of the
inability of our system to deliver
health care in ways he wants and at
prices he can afford.
As a dedicated profession conscious
of her dignity and responsible role in
society we must not neglect our obligations and continued role of service
in our own fruitful evolution. R.
Audrey 2 3 in the "Territorial Imperative" has shown that failure of defense
of their sphere of activity in the·
animal kingdom leads to domination
by rival herds. PoUard 24 emphasized a
si milar relation in the medical sphere ,
" Any correction and any changes must
come from with.in the medical man for
the protection of h.is territorial
medicine."
Wh.ile physicians have feelings of
great responsibility for the individual
patient, we have not under.;tood our
responsibilities beyond this. 25 The
social and quantitative aspects of
medical care are very important. If we
do not plan for effective shifts in our
attitudes, other planning leaders will
do it for us, possibly by less effective ,
less efficient and less acceptable
methods. Today State and County
medical societies and the AMA tend to
relate primarily to aspects of medicine
that are concerned with medicine as a
practicing profession . The impact of
federal legislation on · the established
quality und quantity of medical
practice as well as the costs of such
extensive c. .: programs is an anxiety
to governn. 1t and to the medical
profession. ven in our affluent
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society it is a question of hoY.
our peoples can be taxed to s
such programs. ·There are few c
who do not find themselves ;
overloaded and over~xtended
can we serve the unserved?

nuch
,port
~tors

eady
How

The AMA at its Clinical Com 1tion
in Denver, 1969, has outlin I an
action program to provide lea< rship
in the nation's effort to ir >rove
health service to the poor. It c 1pha·
sizes personal and community 'forts
including the involvement of th local
Medical Society, community he pita!,
medical groups, etc. Medical c ·e of
the poor and unserved must 1 •t be
disassociated from the over-all ealth
program. Our rapidly changing .ocial
forces are demanding and deser · that
their health care be equally, not qual·
ly but separately, rendered. As IOWil
by Duff and Hollingshead
in
'Sickness and Society', we mus1 Jvoid
the division of society into eta~ trata
that often leads to impersonal a d less
responsible care for those of 1 less
affluent and lower social stratili1 1tion.
These patients especially in ou large
medical teaching and research complexes may get a "committee·· treat·
·ment and routine care by the 1ouse
staff and a non-personal ph~ ician.
The interesting and problem ca es re·
ceive excellent care, but m tht
average "routine" patient. Both lhysicians as individuals and the ~n tire
medical profession as a whole wi , have
to change, perhaps radically and ·apid·
ly , to effect the revolution th t our
society demands to be act •eved.
Health care is their right morall , and
now legally.
The scientific world has been ·ocusing on acquisition of knowled ,e, Oil
medical research and on techno ogical
progress. It has been hoped th t this
"objective" material progress wo11ld be
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basis for human fulfillment and
Success has fed man's
ty rather than allayed it. The
of modem man is intellectual
• mpieteJncy, seJf suffici ency, but
. .,urr~aniiZCd and fearful. Man is cont, not self sufficient. Our plans
often dependen t on things and
persons and we experience an
beyond our control. It is
clear that material and scientific
~~t~gress has not been successful on an
national, or even an
leveL Man must find some
unifying principle and rrotito effect human satisfaction. 2 7 •
Our separate ambitions and aims
divide and frustrate us. Man is a
• tspe•na•er' 1 and human action pre• poses an interpretation of what is
on and what are the con_.luelllces. Th.is means our evolving an
of personal wholeness that we
re-evolve as we Uve. The
increase in population, the interof each individual as a
of instant communication, the
.,........,, .. criticism of our institutions
moral codes make it urgent for the
. .IYI(Iual to fmd his place in society
make society , his responsibility.
...,,,n,.~~.

de Chardin 2 9 has captured
sense in his ' Building the Earth .'
time before us is now, if we
not perish, to build the earth."
must have a passionate concern for
common human destiny. Its
is our love for one another in
lli""-"'"'~'·I· This love will build the
so that we wilJ fulfill the human .
is not a secularity that denies the
distinction but
that through the "Jn', everything is sacred.

.,..,.,.h,.,r..t

and Theism are not an
or a strictly individual inbut represent the collective

experience of all mankind of the existence of God. God is present to His
creation, and has laid down laws to aid
man 's fulfillment of His plan for the
earth . Our recogn ized realization of
His presence in our midst is the ground
of our personal union with one
another. God's love is the root of o ur
love and it must be love and not fear
that reigns.
As physicians, we realize that , in our
present state, we must suffer. As
Will iam James said, " Life is a muddle
and a struggle", but we must have
hope that the future can and will be
better. This demands that we must
plan and work to ful fill this hope or
give place to despair. As Christians and
as human beings, we can see that we
must achieve this. Yet it is not simply
by our acquisition of data and knowledge but by implementation based
on confidence and faith in the future.
Wha1 a man believes controls his development.
Evolution is in our hands and perhaps more than we th.ink. We are the
processes an d can influence our direction and not be merely observers.
Mankind is God's culmination of
creation so far as we can know at this
period of history. As Chardin states,
"The figure of Christ as reatized in the
Christian consciousness is so far the
most perfect approxima tion to a final
and total object toward which the
universal human effort can tend
without becoming wearied or deformed." In our love for our fellow
man, we can direct the future of
medicine with the on ly motivation
that can not exhaust itself. We may
think we work alone, but there is
often an unconscious but always effective hope and fai th that forces us to
be more than we think, to become aU
that we .:an be.
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Perhaps the first necessity in a dissuch as we now undertake is to
and maybe to defend that
le but equivocal term "superThe word does not mean

The Christian tradition affmns that
life of man is in fact a double life,
it is lived on two levels or in two
In the third chapter of St.
's Gospel there is recorded a most
ifican t conversation between
and an educated , professional
named Nicodemus. The point o f
Saviour' s remarks is the necessity
man of rebirth , but rebirth to a life
t from physical life. Man's first
is from his mother's womb, the
d is from above, it comes about
water and the Spirit. Our
underlines the distinction bethe two births and consequently
the two lives : What is born of
flesh is flesh; what is bom of the
is spirit. In various ways
the Gospels, but especiaUy
John, Christ stead ily d istinguishes
the two levels of existence.

With His first recorded words Jesus
sharply contrasts my Father with our
Lady's your father (referring to St.
Joseph). Speaking to the Samaritan
woman (John 4) Christ distinguishes
between two kinds of water; shortly
after, with His disciples, He distinguishes between two kinds of food ;
in John 6 He distinguishes between
two kinds o f life , in the same place
and elsewhere He distinguishes between temporal life and eternal life.
Taken up and repeatedly urged by
St. Paul, as in the fifth chapter of
Galatians; this theme of two distinct
live s be c ame standard Christian
teaching. Natural life is that which we
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